LUMBBEE TRIBAL COUNCIL
BUSINESS MEETING
Thursday, March 16, 2023 / 6:30pm
Lumbee Tribal Complex/Livestream

AGENDA

I. Call to Order
II. Invocation
III. Pledge of Allegiance
IV. Preamble to the Tribal Constitution
V. Roll Call
VI. Ethics Statement
VII. Welcome
VIII. Review and Approval of Agenda
IX. Review and Approval of the February Tribal Council Minutes & Actions
X. Presentation – Secretary Pamela B. Cashwell, Department of Administration
XI. Presentation – Purnell Swett BETA Club
XII. Community Comments
XIII. Committee Reports

CONSTITUTION AND ORDINANCE – DEWEY MCNEILL
- CLLR-2023-0316-05 "SUPREME COURT OF THE LUMBBEE TRIBE OF NORTH CAROLINA APPOINTMENT"
- Swearing in of Appointment – Lumbee Tribe Supreme Court Justice Eric Freeman

EDUCATION – YVONNE DIAL
- CLLR-2023-0316-01 "SCHOLARSHIPS AND FUNDING FOR THE EDUCATION, CULTURE, AND PUBLIC RELATIONS COMMITTEE"

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT – GERALD GOOLSBY
- CLLR-2023-0316-02 "RESOLUTION TO USE ROGER’S SCREEN PRINTING FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH FOR THE LUMBBEE TRIBE OF NORTH CAROLINA"
- CLLR-2023-0316-03 "RESOLUTION TO USE THE LUMBBEE SEAL ON A CAR RACING POSTER"
- CLLR-2023-0316-04 "RESOLUTION TO USE "BLUE STONE STRATEGY" AS A RESEARCH STUDY TO PROMOTE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT"

FINANCE – PAM HUNT
- CLL-2022-1020-02 "FISCAL YEAR 1, 2022 – SEPTEMBER 320,2023 LUMBBEE TRIBAL BUDGET ORDINANCE"
- AMENDMENT #3

HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES – JODY BULLARD
- CLLR-2023-0316-06 "FIGHT4ME FOUNDATION"

XIV. Calendar Review
XV. Adjournment
XVI. Benediction

PREAMBLE TO THE TRIBAL CONSTITUTION
In accordance with the inherent power of self-governance of the Lumbee Tribe of North Carolina, the Tribe adopts this Constitution for the purposes of establishing a tribal government structure, preserving for all time the Lumbee way of life and community, promoting the educational, cultural, social and economic well-being of Lumbee people, and securing justice and freedom for the Lumbee people.